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ABSTRACT

People recognition is a relevant subset of the generic image based recognition task with many possible application
areas such as security, surveillance, human-robot interaction or recently the social security in a pandemic context.
In this work we present a light-weight recognition pipeline for time-of-flight cameras based on deep learning
techniques tailored to this specific type of camera with registered infrared and depth images. By combining
the maturity of the 2D image based recognition techniques with the custom depth sensing we achieved effective
solutions for a number of relevant industrial applications. In particular, our focus was on automatic door-control
and people counting applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

People recognition is a relevant subset of the generic image based recognition task with many possible application
areas such as security, surveillance, human-robot interaction or recently the social security in a pandemic context.
In this work we present a light-weight recognition pipeline for time-of-flight cameras based on deep learning
techniques tailored to this specific type of camera with registered infrared and depth images. By combining
the maturity of the 2D image based recognition techniques with the custom depth sensing we achieved effective
solutions for a number of relevant industrial applications. In particular, our focus was on automatic door-control
and people counting applications.

Our processing pipeline has two main branches: one for the IR image based custom people detection and one
for the 3D pointcloud processing. The conceptual distance measurement with the Analog Devices (ADI) ToF
CCD camera camera is shown in Figure 1: the flight time for the closer objects is lower, while for the further
ones is increasing, hence we can measure in discretized space the distances from the camera to the surrounding
world.

The 2D image processing part is a customized IR image module based on transfer learning for bounding box
estimation, skeleton extraction and hardware specific model translation. The latter is relevant in order to have
a light-weight embedded solution running on limited floating-point precision hardware platforms such as Jetson
Nvidia Family. As the existing deep-learning models are mainly with the focus on RGB images, we had used
transfer learning as a method to finetune the existing state of art models such as SSDMobilenet for the IR images
from the ToF camera. This solution seemed to be effective in terms of precision and runtime on embedded devices
(e.g Jetson Nano). For the skeleton detection part we relied on the real-time tensorflow optimized module for
the Jetson product family, however for the generic GPU enabled devices we had to tailor our models since these
are custom solutions. In order to reduce the initial parameter set we had to finetune the model in such a way
that we preserve the accuracy of the predictions with reduced memory footprint for the Jetson platform. Also
in this case we further customized the output from the existing 16 keypoints for the skeletons to 18 in order to
have a better representation of the head part of the skeleton.

For the 3D pointcloud processing pipeline we considered a number of custom tailored filtering blocks enabling
the effective extraction of 3D region-of-interests relevant to the use-case specific applications. As the first step for
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Figure 1. ToF camera functional overview

the pointcloud generation, we considered the undistorted depth images, from which we generated the discretized
voxel representation of the 3D space by applying the voxel filter. In the next step we searched for the planar
regions in order to detect potential large segments from the initial pointcloud, i.e. floor or wall candidates in
order to reduce further the pointcloud size needed to be processed by the remaining processing chain. Next we
perform a passthrough filtering, which can be seen as a region of interest selection in the 3D space in order to
reduce furthermore the pointcloud size. For the spurious noise removal we applied a statistical outlier removal,
customized for the specific noise distribution from a ToF camera. Finally, based on the 2D bounding boxes
estimated from the IR images we reprojected these into the 3D space and computed oriented bounding boxes in
order to have the regions around the human in the pointcloud as well. The later output is used for the use-case
specific applications such as automatic door control, people counting or social distance monitoring.

For each of the presented applications the details of the implementation are given as well as real-life experi-
mental results in order to facilitate the reproducible research approach.

1.1 Related work

The 3D scene parsing has a long history: the recognition part most often is included in a semantic scene parsing.1

Early variants for the scene parsing and object detection including tracking for RGB-D data can be found in.2,3

A good overview of the 3D data representation for the RGB-Depth data with the recent learning based techniques
can be found in.4 The data representation is essential for the processing speed: for the spatial data with the
introduction of the pointnet5 architecture was a milestone for the 3D data processing. After this several fast
recognition pipelines were developed.6 This is essential for embedded applications such as wearable7 or mobile
devices.8 A relevant overview for the multimodal data based tracking is presented in the work.9

An essential part of the recognition and tracking pipeline is related to the point cloud preprocessing: this
highly influences the quality of the detection and tracking. A good overview of the 3D data filtering and
preprocessing can be found in.10 We considered also learning based variants,11 but due to their limited tuning
capabilities we voted to classical approaches.12

2. OUR APPROACH

In our approach for the human detection and tracking for embedded devices we used a lightweight CNN for
the IR images based on the SSD MobileNetV213 architecture trained on COCO dataset using transfer learning
techniques for robust detection results. The detected 2D region of interest (ROI) used reprojected into the 3D
space in order to localize in the metric space the detected objects. In order to have an efficient 3D data processing
on the embedded devices, we used a point cloud preprocessing task to filter and compress the 3D data. Further
on, for the tracking of the detected regions we considered the covariance based tracker14 adopted to the special
case of the IR images received from the ToF camera. Each of these modules were integrated into the already
existing Analog Devices ToF software development kit. The schematic overview of this integration is presented
in Figure 2.



Figure 2. Overview of the used SDK for the camera

In the following parts we present the details of each subsection for the the above mentioned applications.

2.1 Depth image preprocessing

The main role of the depth image preprocessing part is the filtering and bounding box estimation for the 3D
ROI. The filtering is essential for the embedded device in order to reduce the computational overload. For the
filtering pipeline we considered three interconnected filters: voxel, pass-through and outlier filter as this is visible
in Figure 3. All these implementations are open source library based variants.

Figure 3. Filtering pipeline used in the application

The voxel filter for the point cloud is a spatial down-sampling, i.e. replaces the points in the voxel specified
leaf size with a single point. This is relevant especially if we have noise data from the sensor, e.g. in strong light
on rainy weather conditions.15

The next filter is the pass-through filter which limits the point clouds on the axes, i.e. only the those points
pass through this filter which are inside the interval specified as parameter for the filter. This is a relevant step
is some parts of the scene (e.g. ceiling) can be excluded from the ROI zones, thus reducing the overall number
of processed points.



The last filtering stage deals with the spurious noise. The outlier removal filter is comparing the normal
covariance of the points in order to remove the ones which are noise point candidates. For the ToF cameras this
is essential, as usually the level of noise is rather high for sunny images.

2.2 Joint 2D-3D recognition

The main idea behind the joint 2D-3D recognition is to reuse the already existing machine learning algorithms
from the 2D domain and combine with the 3D application specific region focusing. The sketch of the proposed
approach is visible in Figure 4: after the data acquisition and raw data processing, the 2D IR data is fed into a
CNN based detection algorithm, while in parallel the 3D data is preprocessed for the late stage fusion.16

Figure 4. 2D-3D data fusion pipeline

The calibration part includes in our configuration setup the depth image validation for based on the received
reflection’s values, the image undistortion and the frame synchronization among the depth and IR image pairs.

The 3D filtering part included the steps summarized in the subsection 2.1.

The AI Object detection is an optimized variant for the SSD MobilenetV2 implementation on embedded
GPU. We used the Jetson Nano board as primary embedded target, which has a native Int16 support for the
tensor operations. Thus we pruned our initial custom IR image trained network for this specific architecture in
order to optimize the size and speed of the network on this architecture. We also tested our pruning on Float32
optimized variants running on AGX device.

The last block of this processing chain relates to the application specific layer: here localization and pose
estimation,17 tracking or volumetric measurement can be adopted. Each of this block contains application specific
code, reusing the generic 2D and 3D processing parts. In this paper we focus on the people detection and tacking
experiments, thus this is presented in more details.

2.3 Tracking the carried object

One of the most common problems with the automatic door control setups is the activation of the doors in
presence of the wild life animals as well as the collision or no activation in presence of large carried objects by
humans. The first problem pays off in terms of heating and ventilation, while the second one may result in
personal injuries.

We addressed these issues in our practical application specific module in order to enhance the door control
to handle the above mentioned corner cases.

The first problem related to the door activation by non-human presence is directly solved with the 2D IR
image based detection: we consider only as active case the presence of humans in the proximity of the door. This
works for specific cases when the humans carry different objects (e.g. scale, shopping carts, etc) as these cases
often appear for the door control systems mounted in supermarkets. A typical output of the detected region in
2D and 3D is shown in Figure 5. As it can be seen in the left hand side of the image, the detection is performed



Figure 5. Tracking experimental result with ToF camera for humans caring objects

in the IR image (colorized with heat map for better visibility), while the 3D ROI is extracted based on the 2D
detection and Euclidean clustering of the point cloud.

For the tracking part of the algorithm we considered the correlation based filter which is initialized with the
2D detection bounding box, and is running on the IR image using the CPU. We considered also the standard
Kalman filtering approach for tracking using constant velocity model, but this seemed to be more sensible to
the fast variations in the detection parts, making the re-identification of the same person difficult. For later
development we will consider the GPU implementation of the correlation based filter, which should have better
runtime performances on embedded GPU enabled devices.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the experimental results we tested the algorithms is different light and weather conditions. The main aim
of the tests was to tune spatial the person tracking algorithm in such a way that it remains robust against the
environmental changes but runs with constraint runtime performances.

In order to validate the algorithm on different platforms, we tested against several embedded platforms the
whole pipeline. The summary of the results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the runtime comparison for different devices with our method

Runtime comparison on different devices
Device Jetson Nano Jetson NX Jetson AGX GTX 1060 Google Colab
Run Time [s] 0.54 0.31 0.21 0.047 0.11

As it can be seen from the experimental testing, the algorithm is able to run on 2 − 5FPS on embedded
Jetson platforms, which is usually sufficient for commercial solutions for door control applications.

4. SUMMARY

In this work we presented the implementation details of a generic 2D-3D processing pipeline for ToF cameras
with application specific extension possibilities. The generic preprocessing and filtering part can be used for
arbitrary setup, this being easy to integrate into user specific applications such as people tracking in a door
control setup. The algorithms were tested and validated on a number of embedded platforms, showing good
runtime performance metrics.

In the future we plan to make these modules to have more efficient run times, i.e. we plan to optimize the
implementation especially for the filtering parts for embedded GPU platforms.
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